The formulation of fundamental thermodynamics inequality representing second law of thermodynamics is given. The entropy production is expressed in the flow of Newtonian fluid. An overall entropy production is evaluated for case of selected basic flow configurations like pipe flow and boundary layer. Both the principle of maximal rate of kinetic energy dissipation and the principle of maximal kinetic energy production are formulated and discussed. By using variational calculus it is shown that flow configurations in equilibrium of turbulent kinetic energy production and dissipation such as channel flow, pipe flow and boundary layer are consistent with principle of maximal entropy production. It is shown that laminar flow is consistent with principle of minimal entropy production.
Introduction
Non-negative entropy production is the key property of any thermodynamic system. Modern thermodynamics is using positivity of entropy production to create e.g. the theory of stability [1] . Some authors have noted extremal behaviour of entropy production in the fluid flow, see e.g. works [2, 3] . There is a maximum entropy production principle in statistical thermodynamics [4] . Statistical model of turbulence based on probabilistic definition of mixing entropy exist [4] ; mixing entropy is maximized taking into account laws of conservation, boundary and initial conditions and requirement on the probability distribution. Another possibility of using entropy production is previous work of the author [5] , where the a posteriori test of turbulence models is created.
Entropy production
Material derivative of entropy S in open thermodynamic system is [1] S =˙
where ρ is the density, q k is vector of heat flux,q is the density of heat source, T is temperature, σ is density of entropy production andṠ gen is overall entropy production. Entropy balance in the material point is
Entropy production is expressed by using balance of internal energy [1] as
where σ ki is stress tensor, v i is velocity vector and u is internal energy. For the case of fluid is entropy production
where S ik is symmetrical part of velocity gradient tensor and Ω ik is anti-symmetrical part of velocity gradient tensor. It is possible to use symmetry of stress tensor and apply Gibbs definition of entropy, then entropy production is
and overall entropy production iṡ
Density of entropy production in incompressible isothermal fluid flow is
where ν is kinematic viscosity. It is possible to apply Reynolds averaging [6] 
where ε is rate of kinetic energy dissipation. The first term is important in the case of turbulent flow and the second plays role in laminar flow and in the turbulent flow close to wall. Kinetic energy k balance equation is according to [6] 
where −ρu i u j is Reynolds stress tensor, ν t is turbulent viscosity and σ k is non-dimensional constant. After substitution we have
Pipe flow
Entropy balance is in the case of steady adiabatic floẇ
whereṁ is mass flow rate. It is possible to express entropy s as a function of enthalpy h and pressure p
It is known from the balance of energy that h out = h in . We can calculate entropy generation rate using pressure integralṠ
ρT h=const dp ≥ 0.
In the case of incompressible fluid isṠ gen =V T in out dp ≥ 0.
Pressure change is expressed by using friction factor λ [7] as dp
where D is pipe diameter and U ave is averaged velocity. Entropy generation rate per meter of the pipe can be expressed by using rate of kinetic energy dissipation
or by using kinetic energy production
Pressure change can be expressed by using friction factor as
It is easy to prove this relation in the case of laminar fully developed pipe flow. Laminar analytical solution is
After substitution is pressure change −dp = 64 Re
and can be compared with definition (15). Friction factor corresponds to its standard value for laminar flow λ =
64
Re . It has been shown that entropy generation rate is proportional to friction factor λ which depends on Reynolds number Re as shown in the figure 1.
Zero gradient boundary layer
Assume large material control volume whose velocity relative to steady plate is U ∞ . The temperature of the fluid in material control volume is T ∞ and pressure is p ∞ . The force acting on steady plate is F D . Balance of internal energy U of control volume is then [3] 
Entropy is related to internal energy as
Density is constant and entropy production is theṅ
where the force F D can be expressed as
where c f is skin friction cofficient, u τ is friction velocity, b is boundary layer width. Entropy generation per meter of boundary layer is
where δ is boundary layer thickness. If turbulence is in local equilibrium then we can write entropy production by using kinetic energy production
We can assume that boundary layer is simple shear layer
Skin friction coefficient can be expressed as
Friction velocity can be expressed as
Lets try to use only for illustration simple polynomial velocity profile used in the integral method of laminar boundary layer analysis
where η = y/δ.
From the Blasius solution [7] we know that Re δ = 5 √ Re x and finally we get
This result is relatively close to Blasius solution c f = 0.664/ √ Re x [7] . It has been shown that entropy generation per meter of boundary layer is proportional to skin friction cefficient c f which depends on Reynolds number Re x as shown in the figure 1.
Utilization of variational calculus
This section is dealing with using of variational calculus to try to prove extremal properties of entropy production by using variational calculus.
Laminar flow
Assume laminar flow of isothermal incompressible fluid where entropy production iṡ
If we assume that entropy production has extremal property, then its first variation must be zero It is possible to recognize the kind of extrema by using second variation
It is visible that second variation is always positive in the case of the existence of gradient of velocity field and it shows that entropy production is minimized in the case of laminar flow.
Turbulent flow
It seems impossible to prove extremal properties of turbulent flow in the case of general turbulent flow. An attempt presented here is limited to simple two dimensional shear flow where turbulence is in equilibrium or close to equilibrium. It can be e.g. fully developed channel flow, boundary layer flow etc. In this case the principle of maximal kinetic energy production is applieḋ
where eddy viscosity hypothesis is used and ν t is eddy viscosity. First variation of entropy production or in this case first variation of kinetic energy production must be equal to zero in extreme
It is necessary to evaluate sign of second variation to recognize the kind of extrema
If we assume that turbulent flow corresponds to extrema of entropy production or kinetic energy production then we can say that square bracket in the equation for first variation should be zero. The relation between eddy viscosity variation δ(ν t ) and variation of velocity derivation δ ∂u ∂y can be assumed because eddy viscosity depends on velocity derivative and it is natural to assume the same for their variations. Finally it is possible to evaluate second variation as
It is possible to say that second variation of kinetic energy production is always negative in the case of nonzero velocity derivative. It has been shown that in simple shear flow, where turbulence is in equilibrium or close to it, the production of kinetic energy reaches its maxima. It is possible to say that the principle of maximal kinetic energy production is valid at least in the case of simple shear flow and the same holds for the case of the principle of maximal rate of kinetic energy dissipation.
Conclusions
The entropy production is expressed in the case of pipe flow and in the case of zero pressure gradient boundary layer flow. The proposed formulation is tested on the laminar pipe flow and on the laminar zero pressure gradient boundary layer, where correctness of the formulation has been proven. The alternative formulation of friction factor by using entropy production is shown. This formulation can be used as alternative test of turbulence models similarly as in the work [5] . It has been shown that entropy production is proportional to friction factor λ or skin friction coefficient c f .
Well known distributions in the figure 1 then indicate two possible solutions in certain range of Reynolds number. One solution is corresponding with entropy production minimization and the second is corresponding with maximization of entropy production. Utilization of variational calculus allows to show that laminar flow corresponds with entropy production minimization. The extremal properties of turbulent flow are shown only in the case of simple shear flow, where has been shown that entropy production is maximized. The principle of maximal entropy production is leading to the principle of maximal kinetic energy production in the case of simple shear flow. The utilization of eddy viscosity hypothesis in the prove of extremal properties of entropy production in the turbulent case is the only one weakness. The future goal of the work is to create some method, which can be used in the construction of turbulence models.
